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1. Introduction 
For the cell design of mobile communication systems, the path loss prediction models are 
very important and have been studied for a long time. These models can be classified into 
theoretical and experimental models. The main experimental models are the Okumura-Hata, 
Cost231-Hata, and ITU-R model. The problem of these models is that these prediction 
expressions are based on the qualitative propagation environments such as urban, suburban, 
and open areas. The Cost231-Walfisch-Ikegami model (Cost231-WI) is a result of the effort 
to use n quantitative description of the propagation environments. In addition to the height 
of T, and R, antennas, the quasi-uniform building height and width of sueet are considered 
in this model. Recently, a mistake in formulating the Cost231-WI from the original Ikegami 
paper[3] was found[4]. The mistake happened due to the misunderstanding between 
reflection coefficient and reflection loss. We shortly comment on this in the main paper 
contents. For the more quantitative understanding of the propagation environment when 
Oukumura measured path losses near Tokyo, we compared the path losses of CostZ31-Hata 
with those of Cost231-WI based on the same frequency(f=2000MHz, and ISOOMHz), T. 
and R, antenna heights(hb=40m and hm=1.5m), but changing building height(l0-2Sm) and 
street widths(20-25m). We also compared Okumura-Hata model with ITU-R model using 
the similar approach. Through such a parametric study, a quantitative propagation 
environment based on which Okumura curves were extracted is estimated. 

2. Comparison between path-loss prediction models 
1)  Conversion between path loss and electric field at R. end 
In the far-field, the expression for received power are given by[l] 

s = E 2 w n 2 )  (1) 
zO 

a, =-I’D = e (2) 

= = A’G E’c’D 19E*D (f expressed in M E )  (3) 
r . zo 4w 4zod: = - - T ( W )  

4n 47nl 

f 
where P,, D, E, S, q. ZO and A. are received power, directivity, rms elecmc field (V/m), 
power flux density(W/m2), receiving antenna efficiency, intrinsic impedance(n), and 
antenna effective area(m2). 
P, in dBw is given as follows 

p,(dBw) = IologP, = lolog- (E expressed in 0) 
I 

= 101og19+101ogD-120+E(dB(pV/m))-lOlogf2 (4) 

P,(dBrn) = -77.21 + E(dB(jiV/rn)+lOlogD -1Ologf’ ( 5 )  

P,(dEm) = <G,(dEm)-L(dB) (6) 
L = PrGr ( d B m )  + 75.06 - E ( d B ( p V  /m)) + 201og f (7) 

L( d E )  = 137.2 1 - E(dE( pV / m ) )  + 20 log f ( M H 2 )  

Thus, Pr in dBm is given by ( 5 ) .  

By equating the general expressions for PX6) with (9, we obtain the conversion formula(7) 
between the path loss and elecmc field at Rx end assuming D=1.64. 

Assuming that the power of IkW is radiated from a half-wave dipole, the conversion 
formula become (8). 

This conversion formula is used throughout the contents of this paper when n e c e s s q  
(8) 
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2) Comparison between corrected Cost231-\VI and Cost231-Hata 
The Cost231-Walfiscli-lkeganii inodel(Cost231-WI) presents a path-loss formula that 
considers diffraction and reflection of urban building groups. The expression used in 
Cost231-M‘I model for L,,, (Kooftop-to-street loss) is given by 

where W, f, Ah,,,, and Lo,, are street width, frequency, difference between last building 
height and receiver height, and the street orientation factor, respectively. Fig. I illustrates 
these parameters appearing in (9). It wab pointed out in [4] that the expression (9) 
accounting for L,, was erroneously obtained. We shortly review this point as follows. 
In the original Ikegami model [3], the received field E, in Fig. I is given by 

E, = E, + 5.8 + lOlog(l+ 4) + IOIoglY - IOlogf - 201ogAh,,~ - I O  log(sinQ) 

L,,, = - 16.9 -10 log I O ( W )  + I O  log 1 O ( / )  + 20 log I O(A/I,,~ ) + L ,,,, (9) 

( l o )  
4 - 

where 0, E,, Eo, and L, IS orientation angle, mean field strength received by a mobile 
antenna i n  decibel scale, mean field strength at the last rooftop in decibel scale. and 
reflection loss due to reflection of  w a ~ e s  from buildings. Assuming that ID is 90’. (E,,-Er) 
is given by ( I  I). 

L , ,  ~ r :  = E,, - E ,  = -5.8 ~ IOlog(l + 1) - lo log  I.Y + I O  log/ + 20 lop Ah,,, ( I  I) 
4 - 

If L, IS 0.5 in ( I  I), the Ln,(9)and Lto.tr ( I  I )  are identical. However, the ~ a l i i e  of Lr = O S  is 
an erroneous usc of thc definition of L,in [3]. For the coiistaiit retlection loss Lr =6 dB in 

131, Lr i n  ( I  I )  is ‘2’ instead of ‘0.5‘ because L,(relfection loss) in linear scale is just the 
inverse of \I- (magnitude of reflection cocfficient). 
The paper also [4] verified mistake of L,,of theCost231-WI model using Fclscil’s model[5], 
in which, the diffraction loss LF, for the case ofw=W/2 (See Fig.]), is given by 

L ,  = - IOlog[ l  D’(0, ) + 1 I ;, l 2  D’(0 ,  )I 

ri =Jm v z = J r n  D ~ ( O ) = L ( L - L ) ~  

0, = Q, =tan-’(%) 

(12) 

where 

2 d  0 211+8 

10 3 1v 
In above expression, r is the reflection coefficient as a function of  incidence angle &and k 
is the propagation constant. 
For the case of Ah,<<w, assuming rI=w, r1=3w, Biz( AhJw), G2=( Ah,,/3w) and D2(0) 
=(1/2nk e’), (12) can be represented in the form of (13) 

I 
L, = - I O l o g [ - ~ ( l  + 3 1 y 12 )I 

2nk Ah,,, 
= -5.8-IOlogil’+ IOlog/’+2010gAh,~, ~ IOlog(l - 3  1 y 1 ’ )  (13) 

For the case of Irl=O.5, L,= L,:o.i:v Ls can be termed the siniplificd version of LI: 
In Fig. 2, we plotted the difference of Ls and L,. changing the Ahn, and w to obtain the 
region of (Ah,, w) whcre Ls can be used. 
In Fig. 3, it is shown that with the allowable error of IdB, Ls can he used instead of Lp as 
long as Ah, is less than 4w. These regions seem to cover most of urban area. 
Therefore, the L,,, expressing the diffraction and scattering loss from the last rooftop to the 
street, can be finally given by (14) 

In Fig. 4, for the case of hb=50m, hn,=30ni. W=50m, building height(hrUai)=3Oni, and 
w=25m, we plotted the path losses as functions of frequency and distance using currected 
Cost23I-WI. They are 8dB greatcr than those given by the original Cost231-WI 
equation(l5). 
The Cost23 I-WI expression for overall path loss is given by (15)[2] 

where Lo is the free-space loss, L, is the roof-to-street diffraction and scatter loss, and LmSd 
is the multi-screen diffraction loss. 
The Cost231-Hata (extension of Okumura-Hata to cover frequencies up to 2000MHz) is 
given by (16) for urban area[2]. 
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L ,  =-8.23-10logW+IOlogf+20logA/~, , ,  +Lo, ,  (14) 

L,  = Lo + Lrnd + L,tr (15) 



L = 46.3 +33.9log/ - I3.82log/ib -a(/im) + (44.9 - 6.5510ghb) x logd 1 3  (16) 
In Fig. 5 ,  we compared the path-losses of Cost23I-Hata with those of Cost231-WI as a 
function of the distance d based on the same f=2000MHz, hb=40m, hm=1.5m, and W=20m 
with hmOr changing from IOm to 25m. The CostZ31-Hata is close to Cost23l-WI in case 
h,,i 10-1 5m. 
In Fig. 6, we compared the path-losses of Cost231-Hata with those of Cost231-WI as a 
function of the distance d based on the same f=2000MHz, hb=40m, hm=1.5m, and W=SOm 
with h,r changing from IOm to 25m. The CostZ31-Hata is close to Cost231-WI in case 
hr,,=20-25m. 
In Fig. 7, we compared the path-losses of Cost231-Hata with those of Cost231-WI as a 
function of the distanced based on the same f=1500MHz, hb=40m, hm=1.5m, and W=SOm 
with hmQr changing from IOm to 25m. The CostZ3I-Hata is close to Cost231-WI in case 
h,w,=25ni. 
From these parametric study, it is concluded that the CostZ31-Hata is close to Okumura- 
Hata(inc1uding Cost23I-Hata) when building group height is about the half of street width. 

3) Comparison between Okumura-Hata(OH) and ITU-R model 
Recently, the WP 3K-1,2 of ITU-R SG3 drafted a new recommendation, named ‘Method 
for point to area predictions for the broadcasting, land mobile and terrestrial maritime 
mobile services and other applications in the frequency range 30 to 3000 MHz’. This 
recommendation presents field strength curves for the frequency range of 
30MHz-3000MHz and distance range of 1-1000Km. For details can be taken from 
U \ \  U 1 1 1 1  i t i i .  These ITU-R curves are compared with OH to check what kind ofpropagation 
environment the ITU-R and based on. 
In Fig. 8, the ITU-R field strength waves and compared with OH for suburban area in case 
f=IOO MHz, and h.,=lOm change hh from 38m to 300m. They are shown to be in reasonally 
good agreement. We also performed comparisons for the frequency f=600, 2000MHz and 
could see that ITU-R curves are based on Okumura’s suburban area. 

3. Conclusion 
After shortly reviewing the mistake that occurred in Cost231-WI, we compared the 
Cost23 I-Hata with the comected CostZ3I-WI for a quantitative understanding of 
propagation environment when Okumura measured path losses near Tokyo. Parametric 
study shows that the Okumura-Hatafincluding CostZ31-Nata) is close to Cost231-WI when 
building group height is about the half of street width. We also compared Okumura-Hata 
model with ITU-R model. From various parametric studies, It is shown that ITU-R curves 
are based on Okumura’s suburban area. 
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Fig. I .  Geometry for L,,, 

D I I M W i r n l  

Fig. 5 .  Path-loss of corrected CostZ31-WI 
and CostZ31-Hata 
(ZOOOMHz, hb=40m, hm=1.5m, W=20m) 
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Fig. 7 Path-loss ofcorrected Cost23I-WI 
and Cost23 I-Hata 

(1500MHz, hb=40m, hm=1.5m, W=50m) 

Fig. 2. Error (ILs-Lpl) as functions 
of Ah,,, and w 

Fig. 4. Path-loss (corrected CostZ31-WI) 
(hb=50m, hm=1.5m, h,m,=30m, W=25m) 
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Fig. 6. Path-loss of corrected COSt231-WI 
and Cost231-Hata 
(2000MH2, hb=40m, h,=l Sm, W=SOm) 

D l n n r . 0  , 
Fig. 8. , Field strength of Ohmura-Hata 

and ITU-R 
(IOOMHz, h,=lOm) 
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